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flourish • Presents information that can serve academic research projects as well as fascinate and entertain general readers • Features the original stories
e-Pedia: Captain America: Civil War Contributors, Wikipedia 2017-02-11 This carefully crafted ebook is formatted for your eReader with a functional and

behind the Hollywood movies The Sting, Catch Me If You Can, Argo, and American Hustle

detailed table of contents. Captain America: Civil War is a 2016 American superhero film based on the Marvel Comics character Captain America, produced by

Hoaxes and Scams Carl Sifakis 1994-07-01 Tells the stories of quack cures, confidence men, automobile repair scams, practical jokes, imposters, swindlers,

Marvel Studios and distributed by Walt Disney Studios Motion Pictures. It is the sequel to 2011's Captain America: The First Avenger and 2014's Captain

fraudulent scientific research, phony mediums, and newspaper hoaxes

America: The Winter Soldier, and the thirteenth film of the Marvel Cinematic Universe (MCU). The film is directed by Anthony and Joe Russo, with a screenplay

Bad Astronomy Philip C. Plait 2002-03-05 Advance praise for Philip Plait s Bad Astronomy "Bad Astronomy is just plain good! Philip Plait clears up every

by Christopher Markus & Stephen McFeely, and features an ensemble cast, including Chris Evans, Robert Downey Jr., Scarlett Johansson, Sebastian Stan,

misconception on astronomy and space you never knew you suffered from." --Stephen Maran, Author of Astronomy for Dummies and editor of The Astronomy

Anthony Mackie, Don Cheadle, Jeremy Renner, Chadwick Boseman, Paul Bettany, Elizabeth Olsen, Paul Rudd, Emily VanCamp, Tom Holland, Frank Grillo,

and Astrophysics Encyclopedia "Thank the cosmos for the bundle of star stuff named Philip Plait, who is the world s leading consumer advocate for quality

William Hurt, and Daniel Brühl. In Captain America: Civil War, disagreement over international oversight of the Avengers fractures them into opposing

science in space and on Earth. This important contribution to science will rest firmly on my reference library shelf, ready for easy access the next time an

factions—one led by Steve Rogers and the other by Tony Stark. This book has been derived from Wikipedia: it contains the entire text of the title Wikipedia

astrologer calls." --Dr. Michael Shermer, Publisher of Skeptic magazine, monthly columnist for Scientific American, and author of The Borderlands of Science

article + the entire text of all the 634 related (linked) Wikipedia articles to the title article. This book does not contain illustrations.

"Philip Plait has given us a readable, erudite, informative, useful, and entertaining book. Bad Astronomy is Good Science. Very good science..." --James "The

Pseudoscience and Extraordinary Claims of the Paranormal Jonathan C. Smith 2011-09-26 Pseudoscience and Extraordinary Claims of the Paranormal: A

Amazing" Randi, President, James Randi Educational Foundation, and author of An Encyclopedia of Claims, Frauds, and Hoaxes of the Occult and

Critical Thinker's Toolkit provides readers with a variety of "reality-checking" tools to analyze extraordinary claims and to determine their validity. Integrates

Supernatural "Bad Astronomy is a fun read. Plait is wonderfully witty and educational as he debunks the myths, legends, and 'conspiracies that abound in our

simple yet powerful evaluative tools used by both paranormal believers and skeptics alike Introduces innovations such as a continuum for ranking paranormal

society. 'The Truth Is Out There' and it's in this book. I loved it!" --Mike Mullane, Space Shuttle astronaut and author of Do Your Ears Pop in Space?

claims and evaluating their implications Includes an innovative "Critical Thinker’s Toolkit," a systematic approach for performing reality checks on paranormal

An Encyclopedia of Claims, Frauds, and Hoaxes of the Occult and Supernatural James Randi 1995 Six hundred and sixty-six entries, along with hundreds of

claims related to astrology, psychics, spiritualism, parapsychology, dream telepathy, mind-over-matter, prayer, life after death, creationism, and more Explores

illustrations, on such topics as the Abominable Snowman, astrologer Jeane Dixon, and the monster of Loch Ness expose the cranks, charlatans, and myths of

the five alternative hypotheses to consider when confronting a paranormal claim Reality Check boxes, integrated into the text, invite students to engage in

past and present.

further discussion and examination of claims Written in a lively, engaging style for students and general readers alike Ancillaries: Testbank and PowerPoint

Encyclopedia of Claims, Frauds, and Hoaxes James Randi 1997-03-15 Covers illusions, psychics, mystics, clairvoyants, and frauds

slides available at www.wiley.com/go/pseudoscience

Encyclopedia of the Sciences of Learning Norbert M. Seel 2011-10-05 Over the past century, educational psychologists and researchers have posited many

Encyclopedia of Pseudoscience William F. Williams 2013-12-02 The Encyclopedia of Pseudoscience is the first one-volume, A-to-Z reference that identifies,

theories to explain how individuals learn, i.e. how they acquire, organize and deploy knowledge and skills. The 20th century can be considered the century of

defines, and explains all of the terms and ideas dealing with the somewhat murky world of the "almost sciences". Truly interdisciplinary and multicultural in

psychology on learning and related fields of interest (such as motivation, cognition, metacognition etc.) and it is fascinating to see the various mainstreams of

scope, the Encyclopedia examines how fringe or marginal sciences have affected people throughout history, as well as how they continue to exert an influence

learning, remembered and forgotten over the 20th century and note that basic assumptions of early theories survived several paradigm shifts of psychology and

on our lives today. This comprehensive reference brings together: superstitions and fads that are part of popular culture, such as fortune telling; healing

epistemology. Beyond folk psychology and its naïve theories of learning, psychological learning theories can be grouped into some basic categories, such as

practices once thought marginal that are now become increasingly accepted, such as homeopathy and acupuncture; frauds and hoaxes that have occurred

behaviorist learning theories, connectionist learning theories, cognitive learning theories, constructivist learning theories, and social learning theories. Learning

throughout history, such as UFOs; mistaken theories first put forward as serious science, but later discarded as false, such as phrenology and racial typing, etc.

theories are not limited to psychology and related fields of interest but rather we can find the topic of learning in various disciplines, such as philosophy and

More than 2000 extensively cross-referenced and illustrated entries cover prominent phenomena, major figures, events topics, places and associations.

epistemology, education, information science, biology, and – as a result of the emergence of computer technologies – especially also in the field of computer

Encyclopedia of Misinformation Rex Sorgatz 2018-03-27 How have the media, government, technology, and history deceived us? Have fake and real become

sciences and artificial intelligence. As a consequence, machine learning struck a chord in the 1980s and became an important field of the learning sciences in

indistinguishable? Were we ever unburdened of disinformation, or is deception bound to the human experience? Are we being manipulated right now, or worse

general. As the learning sciences became more specialized and complex, the various fields of interest were widely spread and separated from each other; as a

yet, are we deceiving ourselves? These are the provocative questions within The Encyclopedia of Misinformation, a compendium of deception and delusion

consequence, even presently, there is no comprehensive overview of the sciences of learning or the central theoretical concepts and vocabulary on which

throughout history. In a frolicking series of vignettes, author Rex Sorgatz saunters through propaganda and subterfuge in eclectic contexts, including science

researchers rely. The Encyclopedia of the Sciences of Learning provides an up-to-date, broad and authoritative coverage of the specific terms mostly used in

and religion, comedy and law, sports and video games. Slingshotting through conspiracy theories, internet and popular culture, and perplexing psychological

the sciences of learning and its related fields, including relevant areas of instruction, pedagogy, cognitive sciences, and especially machine learning and

phenomena, this compendium illuminates deliriously diverse subjects: Artificial Intelligence, Auto-Tune, Chilean Sea Bass, Claques, Clickbait, Cognitive

knowledge engineering. This modern compendium will be an indispensable source of information for scientists, educators, engineers, and technical staff active

Dissonance, Cryptids, Dark Matter, False Flag Operations, Gaslighting, Gerrymandering, Kayfabe, Laugh Tracks, Milli Vanilli, Phantom Time Hypothesis,

in all fields of learning. More specifically, the Encyclopedia provides fast access to the most relevant theoretical terms provides up-to-date, broad and

Photoshopping, Potemkin Villages, Rachel Dolezal, Strategery, Truthiness, and the Uncanny Valley. Encyclopedic in scope, but with an incisive voice tuned to

authoritative coverage of the most important theories within the various fields of the learning sciences and adjacent sciences and communication technologies;

these bedeviling times, this is the modern reference book to engage a world rife with artifice and deception.

supplies clear and precise explanations of the theoretical terms, cross-references to related entries and up-to-date references to important research and

Skeptic Multimedia Source Wikipedia 2013-09 Please note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles available from Wikipedia or other free

publications. The Encyclopedia also contains biographical entries of individuals who have substantially contributed to the sciences of learning; the entries are

sources online. Pages: 26. Chapters: The Skeptic's Dictionary, Snopes.com, MythBusters, Penn & Teller: Bullshit!, Fads and Fallacies in the Name of Science,

written by a distinguished panel of researchers in the various fields of the learning sciences.

The Skeptics' Guide to the Universe, Skeptical Inquirer, What's The Harm?, Why People Believe Weird Things: Pseudoscience, Superstition, and Other

The Truth About Kirlian Photography Joseph Starr 2014-07-13 Can Kirlian photography really capture the human aura? What has extensive testing revealed?

Confusions of Our Time, Skepticality, Free Inquiry, The Science of Good and Evil, Skeptoid, The Truth About Uri Geller, The Psychology of the Psychic, The

Are there ways to view the aura that do not depend on an apparatus? These and many more questions are answered in this book!

Mask of Nostradamus: The Prophecies of the World's Most Famous Seer, The Skeptic Encyclopedia of Pseudoscience, The Faith Healers, The Power of Belief,

The Science of Ghosts Joe Nickell 2012-07-03 Are ghosts real? Are there truly haunted places, only haunted people, or both? And how can we know? Taking

Secrets of the Super Psychics, Flim-Flam! Psychics, ESP, Unicorns, and Other Delusions, Point of Inquiry, The Cult of Alien Gods: H. P. Lovecraft and

neither a credulous nor a dismissive approach, this first-of-its-kind book solves those perplexing mysteries and more--even answering the question of why we

Extraterrestrial Pop Culture, Secrets of the Psychics, An Encyclopedia of Claims, Frauds, and Hoaxes of the Occult and Supernatural, The Straight Dope,

care so very much. Putting aside purely romantic tales, this book examines the actual evidence for ghosts--from eyewitness accounts to mediumistic

QuackCast, The Space Gods Revealed. Excerpt: MythBusters is a science entertainment TV program created and produced by Beyond Television Productions

productions (such as diaphanous forms materializing in dim light), spirit photographs, ghost-detection phenomena, and even CSI-type trace evidence. Offering

for the Discovery Channel. The series is screened by numerous international broadcasters, including Discovery Channel Australia, Discovery Channel Latin

numerous exciting case studies, this book engages in serious investigation rather than breathless mystifying. Pseudoscience, folk legends, and outright hoaxes

America, Discovery Channel Canada, Quest and the Discovery Channel in the UK. The show's hosts, special effects experts Adam Savage and Jamie

are challenged and exposed, while the historical, cultural, and scientific aspects of ghost experiences and haunting reports are carefully explored. The author--

Hyneman, use elements of the scientific method to test the validity of rumors, myths, movie scenes, adages, Internet videos and news stories. Filming is based

the world's only professional paranormal investigator--brings his skills as a stage magician, private detective, folklorist, and forensic science writer to bear on a

in the city of San Francisco, California, though some elements of production are done in Artarmon, Australia. Planning and some experimentation takes place at

topic that demands serious study.

Hyneman's workshops in the city of San Francisco; experiments requiring more space or special accommodations are filmed on location, typically around the

The Magic World of the Amazing Randi James Randi 1989 Top magicians share a variety of magic tricks featuring cards, money, mentalism, numbers, dice,

San Francisco Bay Area and other Northern California...

and string

The Magic of Uri Geller James Randi 1975

The Big Book of Hoaxes Carl Sifakis 1996 Provides comic strip profiles and stories of hoaxes, including media hoaxes, scientific hoaxes, imposters, pranksters,

Pranksters Kembrew McLeod 2014-04-01 Profiles history's notable tricksters--from P.T. Barnum to Stephen Colbert--and their spectacles from the 1600s to the

and scams.

present, considering how pranksters have used humor to expose larger truths and, on occasion, incited social change.

Test Your ESP Potential James Randi 1982

De Da Vinci code Dan Brown 2016-09-08 'De Da Vinci Code heeft een verpletterende indruk op me gemaakt. Het is niet alleen spannend van begin tot eind,

Steeds verder weg Helena Fox 2019-07-22 Een indringend verhaal dat je direct wilt herlezen Biz lijkt een gewone tiener; ze woont bij haar moeder en ze maakt

maar ook erg leerzaam.' Mordin, Scholieren.com De Da Vinci Code is een van de beroemdste thrillers aller tijden. Een bloedstollend avontuur waarin je meteen

deel uit van een grote vriendengroep waar ze niet helemaal zichzelf kan zijn, maar ze hoort tenminste ergens bij. Ze twijfelt over haar seksualiteit en niemand

van alles opsteekt van geschiedenis, kunst en geloof. Voor deze speciale jeugdeditie heeft Dan Brown zijn verhaal bewerkt en ingekort. Professor Robert

mag dan ook weten dat ze met haar beste vriendin heeft gezoend. Maar Biz praat met haar vader, die er eigenlijk niet zou moeten zijn, want hij is dood. En

Langdon loopt in Parijs een afspraak mis met een medewerker van het Louvre; die blijkt kort daarvoor te zijn vermoord. Voor de politie is Langdon de

dus vertelt ze niemand over hem. Ze vertelt ook niemand over de duistere gedachten die door haar hoofd spoken. Biz zweeft als het ware door het leven –

belangrijkste verdachte. Geholpen door Sophie Neveu slaat Langdon op de vlucht. Hij weet dat de conservator aanwijzingen heeft achtergelaten die alleen hij

tussen goed, oké en normaal in. Dan gebeurt er iets waardoor Biz totaal de weg kwijtraakt. Ze verliest alle aansluiting met haar vrienden. Haar vader verdwijnt,

kan ontcijferen. Met Neveu begint hij een speurtocht naar de reden van de moord. Maar de politie en de moordenaar zitten hun op de hielen... Dan Browns

en met hem alles wat veilig en zeker is. Biz besluit dat het misschien makkelijker, beter, fijner is om helemaal weg te zweven. Of misschien moet ze wat langer

wereldberoemde boeken, De Da Vinci Code, Het Bernini Mysterie (Angels & Demons) en Inferno, zijn verfilmd.

blijven om haar vader terug te vinden. Of misschien – misschien, misschien – is er een andere optie die Biz nog niet kan zien. Steeds verder weg is een

Conjuring James Randi 1993-10-15 Provides the history of magic and discusses the exploits of some of the world's most notorious magicians

indringend verhaal over verdriet, vriendschap, jezelf kwijtraken en de lastige weg terug omhoog uit de diepste put waar je nooit in terecht wilde komen. 'Zo nu

A Short Course in Intellectual Self Defense Normand Baillargeon 2011-01-04 What is the relationship between democracy and critical thinking? What must a

en dan pak je een boek op en weet je dat je iets geweldigs hebt gevonden. Een glorieuze stem, een personage waarvan je gaat houden. Helena Fox levert.

citizen in a democracy know to make the word democracy meaningful? In A Short Course in Intellectual Self-Defense, historian and educator Normand

Het is voortreffelijk. Lees het.' Cath Crowley, auteur van Donkerblauwe Woorden 'Een adembenemend, diep ontroerend verhaal over verdriet, verlies en liefde.

Baillargeon provides readers with the tools to see through the spin and jargon of everyday politics and news reporting in order to decide for themselves what is

Helena Fox is een auteur om in de gaten te houden!' Kathleen Glasgow, auteur van Girl in Pieces 'Onmogelijk mooi, levensbevestigend, diepzinnig. Dit is geen

at stake and how to ask the necessary questions to protect themselves from the manipulations of the government and the media. Whether the issue be the call

boek; het is een kunstwerk.' Kerry Kletter, auteur van The First Time She Drowned

to what we’re told will be a bloodless war, the "debate" around Intelligent Design, or the meaning of a military expenditure, Baillargeon teaches readers to

Sterrenkunde voor Dummies Stephen P. Maran 2005 In dit boek worden talloze pictogrammen met tips, bijzonderheden, 'geheimpjes', technische info en

evaluate information and sort fact from official and media spin.

andere informatie gegeven. Met verwijzingen naar allerlei websites en te downloaden materiaal. Tevens bevat het boek informatie over zelf sterrenkijken,

Encyclopedia of Reincarnation and Karma Norman C. McClelland 2018-10-15 Featuring over 1,200 topical entries arranged alphabetically, this encyclopedia

verenigingen, sterrenwachten etc.

provides diverse and detailed coverage of the related subjects of reincarnation and karma. Its in-depth examination ranges from ancient beliefs to those of the

Bad Astronomy Philip C. Plait 2002-10-08 Advance praise for Philip Plait s Bad Astronomy "Bad Astronomy is just plain good! Philip Plait clears up

present, incorporating all relevant world cultures. A series of broad thematic entries cover foundational aspects while over a thousand highly focused entries

everymisconception on astronomy and space you never knew you sufferedfrom." --Stephen Maran, Author of Astronomy for Dummies and editorof The

deal with various societies and organizations which support the concepts of reincarnation and karma; specific religious groups, sects, and associations; key

Astronomy and Astrophysics Encyclopedia "Thank the cosmos for the bundle of star stuff named Philip Plait,who is the world s leading consumer advocate for

individuals both historic and modern; and related beliefs, concepts, and practices.

quality science inspace and on Earth. This important contribution to science willrest firmly on my reference library shelf, ready for easy accessthe next time an

James Randi James Randi 1991 James Randi, magician and psychic investigator, sets out to expose the world of the paranormal, exploring the myths of the

astrologer calls." --Dr. Michael Shermer,Publisher of Skeptic magazine, monthly columnist for ScientificAmerican, and author of The Borderlands of Science

occult and uncovering a few psychic tricksters in the process. The book is published to tie in with an ITV series in which Randi invites psychics to demonstrate

"Philip Plait has given us a readable, erudite, informative,useful, and entertaining book. Bad Astronomy is Good Science. Verygood science..." --James "The

their feats.

Amazing" Randi, President, JamesRandi Educational Foundation, and author of An Encyclopedia ofClaims, Frauds, and Hoaxes of the Occult and Supernatural

The Mask of Nostradamus James Randi 1993 A comprehensive critical biography of the legendary sixteenth-century astrologer examines the allure of the man

"Bad Astronomy is a fun read. Plait is wonderfully witty andeducational as he debunks the myths, legends, and 'conspiraciesthat abound in our society. 'The

and his ideas and clarifies his many famous predictions, such as Hitler's reign of terror and Watergate

Truth Is Out There' and it's inthis book. I loved it!" --Mike Mullane, Space Shuttle astronaut andauthor of Do Your Ears Pop in Space?

Beyond Bizarre Varla Ventura 2010-09-01 The author of The Book of the Bizarre returns with a new compendium of freaky facts, terrifying trivia, and true

The Truth about Uri Geller James Randi 1982 There is more to Uri Geller than his countless "miracles" - and James (The Amazing) Randi tells all in this

stories that are stranger than fiction. In Beyond Bizarre, Varla Ventura presents an all-new batch of nightmarish tales that teem queasy diseases and

fascinating examination of the Geller myth. - What really makes Geller run? - Why have scientists reported on all Geller's "successful" psychic tests and ignored

paranormal encounters—not to mention the outrageous, outlandish, and the simply strange. Arranged into thirteen chilling chapters like Haunted Hollywood,

his many failures? - Why will Uri perform almost anywhere, anytime, except in front of professional magicians? - Can Geller actually bend spoons, keys and

Tales from the Cryptids, Bride of the Bizarre, and It’s Enough to Make You Hurl, Beyond Bizarre tackles everything from female pirates and creepy candy

nails with his "psychic" powers? - Why do people around the world continue to believe Geller has magic powers, when his tricks have been exposed many

stripers to psychic predictions, virgin shark births and much, much more. A word of warning: this book is not for the faint of heart!

times? In an eye-opening exposé, Randi provides a devastating blow to Geller and the pseudoscience of parapsychology.

The Undergrowth of Science Walter Gratzer 2001-09-13 The themes are scientific mistakes and foibles. Gratzer describes for a general readership a number of

Encyclopedia of Deception Timothy R. Levine 2014-02-20 The Encyclopedia of Deception examines lying from multiple perspectives drawn from the disciplines

episodes in science and medicine where an erroneous research finding was adhered to and given credence by its originators and others, far beyond the point

of social psychology, sociology, history, business, political science, cultural anthropology, moral philosophy, theology, law, family studies, evolutionary biology,

where it had been effectively discredited. Each of these episodes is dealt with in detail, with special attention given to the individuals involved, their careers and

philosophy, and more. From the “little white lie,” to lying on a resume, to the grandiose lies of presidents, this two-volume reference explores the phenomenon

personalities, their relations with others, and so on.

of lying in a multidisciplinary context to elucidate this common aspect of our daily lives. Not only a cultural phenomenon historically, lying is a frequent

The Big Con: Great Hoaxes, Frauds, Grifts, and Swindles in American History Nate Hendley 2016-09-06 This book examines a broad range of infamous scams,

occurrence in our everyday lives. Research shows that we are likely to lie or intentionally deceive others several times a day or in one out of every four

cons, swindles, and hoaxes throughout American history—and considers why human gullibility continues in an age of easy access to information. • Explores

conversations that lasts more than 10 minutes. Key Features: More than 360 authored by key figures in the field are organized A-to-Z in two volumes, which

figures such as "Yellow Kid" Weil, Charles Ponzi, Orson Welles, and Frank Abagnale, among others • Provides insight into human nature—gullibility being one

are available in both print and electronic formats. Entries are written in a clear and accessible style that invites readers to explore and reflect on the use of lying

aspect of it—throughout the ages, addresses the power of rumor and legend, and identifies the social conditions that have allowed some scams and hoaxes to

and self-deception. Each article concludes with cross references to related entries and further readings. This academic, multi-author reference work will serve
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as a general, non-technical resource for students and researchers within social and behavioral science programs who seek to better understand the historical

Houdini Speaks Out Arthur Moses 2007 Revealing new insights, this ground-breaking book vividly recreates Houdini's solitarian lectures which he presented

role of lying and how it is employed in modern society.

from 1922 until his untimely death in 1926. The reader becomes involved in understanding his struggles to reach into the afterlife to contact his deceased

The Truth about Uri Geller James Randi 1982 A professional magician exposes mystics, mediums, psychic surgeons, and others who claim to possess

mother during an era filled with deceptive spirit mediums. Each of the fifty glass lantern slides that Houdini used to highlight his lectures are painstakingly

supernatural or paranormal powers, demonstrating how their feats are little more than well-planned tricks that any competent magician can duplicate

recreated and matched to his original lecture text. Learn more about this book and sneak a peak at just some of the 80 photos Click here "HOUDINI SPEAKS

Critical Thinking Robert Cogan 1998 This book is a comprehensive introduction to critical thinking skills and the philosophical and factual bases of critical

OUT reveals that Houdini was more than magic and escapes. Houdini ́s passion to fight fraudulent spiritualists consumed his final years" David Copperfield

thinking. Contents: ^I ANALYSIS OF REASONING. Short Simple Reasoning; Longer More Complex Discourse. EVALUATION OF REASONING. Basic

The Faith Healers James Randi 1989 Looks at the history of faith healers, describes tricks used to convince people of their paranormal abilities, and explains

Concepts of Evaluation; Degrees of Support Reasons Give to Conclusions; Critical Life Decisions: Complete Evaluation of Reasoning; Syllogistic Logic;

how many leading television evangelists victimize their believers

Reasoning with Statements; Moderate to Fallacious Arguments. EVALUATING UNSUPPORTED BELIEFS. Justification, Paradigms, and Reasoning; Seeing,

The Unspeakable and Others Dan Clore

Reasoning and Scientific Justification; Justification in Law; Philosophical Dialectic and High Justification; Religion and Science; Pseudoscience as Unjustified

Sense and Goodness Without God Richard Carrier 2005-02-23 If God does not exist, then what does? Is there good and evil, and should we care? How do we

Statements; The United States and the Global Corporate Economy. Appendices; Index; Bibliography; Exercises.

know what’s true anyway? And can we make any sense of this universe, or our own lives? Sense and Goodness answers all these questions in lavish detail,

Encyclopaedie der heilige Godgeleerdheid Abraham Kuyper 1894

without complex jargon. A complete worldview is presented and defended, covering every subject from knowledge to art, from metaphysics to morality, from

An Encyclopedia of Claims, Frauds, and Hoaxes of the Occult and Supernatural James Randi 1995

theology to politics. Topics include free will, the nature of the universe, the meaning of life, and much more, arguing from scientific evidence that there is only a

The Supernatural A-Z James Randi 1995

physical, natural world without gods or spirits, but that we can still live a life of love, meaning, and joy.
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